


 
Cycling 
Council has a number of trails and bike facilities 
that are open for  use by the community: 
 
 Trails within Lynton, Sleeps Hill, O’Deas, 

Saddle Hill, Ashby & Blackwood Hill 
Reserve 

 Apex Park Hawthorndene (Dirt Jumps) 
 St Marys Park (BMX Loop & Dirt Jumps) 
 Mortlock Park (BMX Loop) 

 

Trail Difficulty Rating System 
 
Many of Councils trails are shared use for mul ple user 
groups. Please familiarise yourself with the trail classifica‐

ons and the degree of difficulty you can expect on the 
Councils trail network. 
 
Your safety is our concern, but your responsibility. 

 Green - Easy (Easier) 

 Blue - Intermediate (More Difficult) 

Suitable for individuals and social groups seeking a short to 
medium distance trail, requiring a moderate level of skill 
and fitness. 

 Black Diamond - Bikes Only Advanced (Very 
Difficult) 

Suitable for individuals and social groups seeking a very 
challenging trail, requiring a high level of skill, fitness and 
endurance. Suspension bikes, body armour and full face 
helmets recommended on DH trails. 

 Double Black Diamond - Bikes Only Extreme 
(Extremely Difficult) 

Trails suitable for experienced riders who want an experi‐
ence that is extreme in its nature. Usually constructed with 
race style in mind. Full suspension bikes, body armour and 
full face helmets are HIGHLY recommended. 

 Red Circle - Walking Only (No Bikes) 

Walkers can expect natural surface trails and obstacles, 
with constructed steps in some areas. These trails have 
rough surfaces and are suitable for bushwalking and hiking 
only. A good level of fitness is required and sturdy footwear 
is highly recommended for walking these trails. (Walking 
only trails are built and maintained to Australian Standards of a 
Class 4 Hike) 

Suitable for children, families, novices, social groups and 
others seeking a rela vely short distance trail, requiring a 
basic level of skill and fitness. 
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Walking & Hiking 
Council has a number of signposted trails for walk-
ing and hiking in Blackwood Hill Reserve: 
 Magpie Creek Walk 
 BFL Walk 
 Borderline Green 
 Borderline Blue 
 Oval Link 
 Clematis connector 
 Gully Blue 


